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Part A 

( Maximum mark 10) 

1) What is industrial revolution? 

Industrial revolution started in England in the later part of 18th century 17501850 During the first half of 

the 18" century many scientific inventions were made in Europe which brought about revolutionary 

changes in various manufacturing processes. The tremendous changes in manufacturing processes and 

the resulting evolution of industrial economic system are together termed industrial revolution. 

2) Name any two factory building designed by Peter Behrens 

Fagus factory and Luban chemical works. 

3) What is Art deco? 

Art Deco was a decorative style characterised by strong geometric forms, striking colours and graphic 

sharpness. It grew out of the Art Nouveau. Art Deco was a style of rich surfaces, luxurious textures and 

flowing forms. Much of it used luxurious materials like marble, ivory, ebony and other expensive wood, 

pearl and semi-precious stones. Art Deco houses and apartment buildings have flat roofs, curved 

windows and a variety of decorative motifs. The decorative patterns included sunrays, lightning bursts, 

aeroplanes, and palm trees etched in glass or in metal work. This decorative style was given a big 

exposure n the Paris Exposition 1925. 

4) Write any 2 works of Edwin Lutynes in India. 

RasthrapathiBhavan and India gate. 

 

                PART – B 

(Maximum mark :30) 

1 ) How did industrial Revolution Effectthe field of architecture ? 

The industrial revolution had vast effects on architecture. 

The industrial society had new needs: factories, commercial offices, exhibition halls, school rail road 

stations and low cost housing for the industrial worker. This was contrary to the ornamental palaces, 

forts and temples of the 17th century.  

 

Architects had found new masters. They were now designing for the masses instead of government and 

wealthy patrons. As a result, new building types developed. Traditional style was almost completely 



 

 

discarded and new forms evolved. Until the beginning of the 19" century all the buildings followed 

historic styles. The buildings were very massive and it took a lot of time to complete the construction of 

a building Iron and concrete were developed as cheaper alternatives to stone and wood. This gave rise 

to new forms of structural importance. Function (and not the form) became the most important 

principle of design. With steel and concrete, buildings of any desired shape could be constructed due to 

the plasticity of concrete. It became easy to make thinner walls, framed structures, prefabricated 

structures, etc as per the structural requirements. Glass was extensively used in place of walls. Cast iron 

began to be used extensively for most of the works in the middle of the 19th century. At first, it was 

used for columns. In 1853 cast iron roofs were also used. Later slender iron columns were used in 

external walls with large and wide open windows to admit more light to the interior The crystal Palace in 

London which was an exhibition hall covering an area of 18 acres was built of only iron and glass and 

was completed in 9 months. Eiffel tower in Paris by Gustave Eiffel (1889) is another example for 

construction in steel. Steel skeletons were used in the construction of skyscrapers. Francois Hennebique 

was the first to construct a building from foundation to roof as a RC frame (1892)  

 

2) Explain the architectural features of Fagus factory. 

  The Fagus Factory is a complex with many buildings, which contain various functions such as 

manufacturing, storage, and offices. Although constructed with different systems, all of the buildings on 

the site give a common image and appear as a unified whole The use of brick can be seen repeatedly 

throughout the complex A 40-centimeter high, dark brick base project 4-centimeters from the facade. 

The building that is commonly referred as the Fagus building is the main building. Unlike the other 

buildings, this flat-roof, three-storey building has a façade that is comprised of more glass than brick. 

The most innovative feature of the building is the fully glazed exterior corners, which are free of 

structural elements. Instead of conventional load-bearing exterior walls, Gropius placed reinforced 

concrete columns inside the building to free the facade. A series of brick piers suspend iron frames in 

between them and these frames support glass sheets. The other two big buildings on the site are the 

production hall and the warehouse. Bath were constructed in 1911 and expanded in 1913. The 

production hall is a one-storey building. The warehouse is a four-storey building with few openings. 

Apart from them, the site contains various small buildings designed by Gropius and Meyer. 

 

3)Explain the features of  CRYSTAL PALACE: 

 

Crystal Palace was the most interesting prefabricated building of the 19th century to use a modu 

standardised design. It was greatly admired in its own time. It influenced the development of glazed rod 

and also much later, of modern architecture. It was designed by Sir Joseph Paxton for the 185 of the 

1851 Wor Exhibition in London. It was the star of the exhibition 

 

Paxton's design of the Crystal Palace was basically an enlarged version of a greenhouse earlier built that 

year (1850). 



 

 

 

It was a vast hall of iron and glass. It was 550m in length and 140m in width and took only 9 months to 

erect. The iron columns and girders and the glass panes were prefabricated. The design of the building 

was standardised because it was the only way in which a building of London 

 

sire could have been manufactured and erected in the short time available. The outside diameter of the 

cast iron columns was standard throughout. According to the late carried, their thickness varied fe, the 

column size was increased only by reducing the internal diameter. The centre-to-centre spacing and the 

clear distance of the columns was kept constant. There need for cutting and making special 

components. All the glass was the same size. 

 

4)Explain the effects of EXPRESSIONISM on architecture. 

 

Architectural expressionism is characterised by the free use of form and Function was given  

Importance.Antonio  Gaudi in Barcelona was the pioneer of Expressionism in architecture. It his evident 

in works from about 1903,  as a movement, it reached its peak in Germany around the World w In 

Gaudi's two apartment blocks the Casa Batllo and Casa Mila, curves were used to his buildings which 

anticipated the coming of Expressionism. northern Europe, Expressionist Architecture first appeared in 

Holland. Michel de Klerk and Kramer built a series of housing estates in Amsterdam in which they 

created unorthodox shapes o 

 

of brickwork in one of the housing estates designed by Klerk, the bricks were rounded to create curved 

corner and a curved tower. One of the best examples of Expressionist architecture was Hans Plaza G's 

remodelling ofauditorium in Berlin. It is a five thousand seated auditorium decorated with stalactites 

enormous fairy grotto. The hanging icicles were studded with reflectors. When thee men these were 

terminated before a performance 

5) Art and craft windows 

In the early years of the Arts and Crafts movement, sash windows and wooden casement Windows 

 

were in use. Sash windows used modern plate glass. The vernacular wooden casement Windows were 

considered the best models, with small panes of leaded glass. 

 

However with the coming of the Queen Anne style, the sash windows got a new status from 1870 

onwards. Richard Norman Shaw used sash windows extensively. In Arts and Crafts great importance was 

given to light and air. So they provided large windows. Bay windows and oriel windows were popular in 



 

 

Britain. In the United States uniform rows of windows were used. These had small panes on the top 

andlarge panes on the bottom. 

 

 

6) NATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS (NCPA), MUMBAI 

 The National Centre for the Performing Arts NCPA) was designed by Philip Johnson. It is a multi-purpose 

cultural centreMumbai, India, which aims to promote and preserve india'sheritage performing arts field, 

The Centre was founded in 1969 by JRD Tata  

The NCPA complex occupies an area of about 32,000 square metres at Marine Drive, on a land reclaimed 

from the sea. The master plan prepared by Philip Johnson consisted of a 1,010 seated theatre, a concert 

hall, a 300 seated experimental theatre, a school, library, museum, a students residence hall and an 

office tower 

The theatre was designed by Philip Johnson himself and it was named Tata Theatre. • The Tata theatre 

was designed fan shaped so as to keep the last row of seats close to the stage. 

 

A revolving stage has been provided for change of sets in a drama performance. The stage was of 

concrete slab, topped by a parquet finish, to avoid any drumming sound created by the feet in a dance 

performance. The theatre has been provided with two accesses, one from the Marine Drive and another 

from an internal road. Instead of the traditional rectangular foyer, a foyer over 91 metres long, running 

diagonally across one corner of the plot, has been provided 

 

.There is a recording studio and a music library in this theatre it also acts as a teaching and workshop 

space. Godrej dance theatre has a stage designed especially for dance performances. It has just 200 

seats But this theatre is an intimate space that gives every patron of dance a chance to observe, focus 

and appreciate performance to the fullest. Little theatre: it may be little by name, but certainly not by 

nature. This theatre plays a pivotal role in promoting new talent and new audiences. It consists of a 

multipurpose auditorium, a recording studio and a listening area. 

 

7) Explain the international style of architecture that existed in India after independence. 

 

The  International style was the outcome of a rational approach to design. It was not affected by 

historical or cultural aspects. The buildings had free facades, simple unornamented planes., long bora 

glazed windows and contemporary sun shading devices. 

 



 

 

- Golconde House in Pondicherry designed by Antonin Raymond was one of the first building represent 

the international style. It was conceived in 1936 and completed in 1948. building incorporate new 

architectural features like adjustable horizontal louvers on its vertical surface sun protection and precast 

thin shell concrete vaulting to create a ventilated double roof for heat insulation Walter George, who 

lived in India even after the construction of New Delhi, also switch Delhi, also switched or the new 

international style. His T.B Association Building in New Delhi (1950-52)  had an independent facade of 

lightweight adjustable horizontal sun- breakers. 

Golconde House TB Association building AchyutKanvinde ATIRA Building in Ahmedabad 1950-52). 

DurgaBajpai and PilooMody Oberoi Hotel in New Delhi 1951-58), with precast concrete beams, slabs, 

louvers and balcony railing are some of the examples of the international style. Skyscrapers, which were 

restricted to the United States before the World War II, were introduced in India after independence. 

These came into existence because of strong urbanization and rising land prices Le Corbusier, one of the 

creators of international style was invited by Jawaharlal Nehru to design Chandigarh, the new capital of 

Punjab and Haryana, The design of this city led to the emergence of modem architecture in India. 

Corbusier was also invited to design Sanskar Kendra, the Headquarters of Mill owners Association. and 

some private residences at Ahmedabad. in 1962 American architect Louis Kahn designed the IIM 

Ahmedabad. He used brick extensively, thus promoting this material to a superior status The designs of 

bath Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn were timeless and universal. Their use of materials like brick and 

concrete made their works suitable to India. Both of them used sun shading devices such as inset 

balconies in their buildings to suit the Indian climate Almost all the members of the first generation of 

architects after independence were greatly influenced by the design of Chandigarh. In some buildings, 

the inspiration was specific, like the IIT campus, New Delhi by JK Choudhury, Akbar Hotel New Delhi by 

Shivnath Prasad and the Inter-State Bus Terminus Delhi by Rajinder Kumar. But a stage came when a few 

Indian architects rejected the old features of International style like uniformity of facades which had no 

relation with the internal functions and too much use of glazed surfaces and concrete louvers, which 

were found more ornamental than functional. They laid emphasis on the function of the building on the 

mode of life, the topography of the area and the climate. Therefore the external images of the buildings 

were to be more expressive of their inner functions, However, due to new methods of construction and 

universally used materials like reinforced concrete, steel and glass, complete individualization or 

regionalization could not be achieved.  

PART – C 

(Maximum mark : 60) 

III. Explain the causes of industrial Revolution. 

 

 CAUSES OF INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: 

 

After renaissance, the sailors and navigators of Europe discovered new sea routes to Asia. Man 

 



 

 

lands, which were so far unknown to the Europeans, were discovered. Such colonisation by the 

European countries like England led to a tremendous increase in trade The tradesmen or merchants 

became the most important section of people living in the news prospered towns and they began to 

occupy high positions in society and government. All these developments led to the beginning of the 

end of feudalism in Europe A new system of society called capitalism formed in which two classes called 

capitalists and workers emerged The capitalists were the owners of the factories whose main aim was to 

make profit. The workers produced the goods and received a wage from the capitalists. England became 

the greatest naval force and It established the largest number of colonies than any other European 

country, and as a result large quantities of raw materials reached England With the end of feudalism, the 

tenants became free from the landlords and they started migrating to the newly developed towns (trade 

centres). They were ready to take up any work The natural resources like coal and iron, which were 

essential in the then modern commercial field, 

 

were also abundant in England. Vast beaches, the rivers which were navigable even for ships, ports and 

sufficient export facilities in England made it essential to have an increase in productivity. Production 

could not be increased with the then available methods and techniques and this led to various 

inventions Machines began to be used in England first. It was in textile industry that the inventions 

relating to industrial revolution was first made. This was mainly because of the increased need in 

textiles. After colonisation India had stopped exporting textiles. The invention of "Flying shuttle by John 

Kay, Spinning jenny by Hargreaves (1764) and Water Frame by Ark Wright (1769) made spinning really 

faster and of superior quality. With the invention of Power Loom by Edmund Cartwright in 1785 which 

worked on water force, there was a two hundred fold increase in the spinning speed. Coke began to be 

used for smelting iron ore instead of charcoal. As a result high quality iron began to be produced and 

this replaced the material like timber which was being used for making machines. Abraham Darby I 

invented Blast furnace in which the heat for smelting iron could be retained for a long time. This made 

the process of smelting easier. In 1856, Henry Bessemer found out the process of removing impurities 

from iron Bessemer's process for converting iron to steel made the material commercially successful. 

 

IV) .Explain the role of concrete in the development of Architecture. 

 Concrete was first used by ancient Romans, but the knowledge of material disappeared during the 

middle Ages and was only redeveloped in the 18 century gave a role Its resistance to fire and water  and 

its potential for spanning large area. During the 1830s mass concrete was first used in the construction 

of houses Experiments to improve the strength of concrete by combining it with steel began in the 

1860s in France and America in 1892 In 1861 Francois Coignet developed a technique for reinforcing it 

with iron mesh. Francois Hennebique submitted the first patent for steel reinforcement of concrete In 

1895 he completed the spinning millat Tourcoing which used exposed concrete to frame large areas of 

glass In France Auguste Perret and Tony Garnier used reinforced concrete for both the deride and the 

Interior of public and private buildings Auguste Perret apartment block was the first private house 

constructed with RC framing In his next building a garage in Paris, he exposed the skeleton concrete 

structure. RC girder were used to frame the huge windows The potential of concrete to cover large 

areas is evident in his design at the theatre-des-champs Elysees. His masterpiece is the Church of Notre-

Dame at Raincy near Paris 1922-24. Here the walls are almost totally replaced with glass. The concrete 



 

 

screens holding the glass were finely decorated. This shows the concrete is superior to stone because it 

can be highly decorated as stone, while minimising the structural mass of the building. 

Concrete was used in the construction of Industrial and commercial buildings.  The grain silos all over 

the Midwest used the potential of concrete. These huge and unornamented structures greatly 

influenced later architecture The Swiss engineer Robert Maillart was the first one to practically 

experiment the combination concrete under compression and tension, an idea which had appeared in 

the theoretical buildings Gamier Max Berg's Jahrhunderthalle in Poland (1910-13) which is a modern 

pantheon, used a framework reinforced concrete. The dome has a very large span of 213 ft compared to 

the 142 ft span of t Pantheon. In the Pantheon the structural ribs are completely hidden. But here they 

are exposed and the stepped rows of windows light up the structure from behind. The scale of the 

building reflection the technical advantages of reinforced concrete over mass concrete used by the 

Romans. 

 

V) a) Explain the Iron bridge caolbrookdale. 

THE IRON BRIDGE, COALBROOKDALE 

 

The tron Bridge over the river Severn in Coalbrookdale Shropshire, England is the first major structure of 

its kind in the world, It has a graceful proportion. The project was designed by Thomas Farnolls 

Pritchard, an architect and bridge designer, who died soon The bridge was constructed by Abraham 

Darby and his men It was erected in 1779.It took several months for its erection but the busy traffic of 

boats on the river was never interrupted. Then the approach roads were completed and the deck was 

surfaced and the bridge was finally open to traffic on New Year's Day in 1781. 

The bridge has an elegant single span of 100 ft (30.6m) It is one arch 100 ft broad, 52 ft high and 18 ft 

wide. It is of cast iron and weighs 384 tonnes. Itis built from five main semi circular cast-iron ribs There 

are decorative rings and ogees (curves in S form) between the structural ribs of the bridge. The main ribs 

weighed 5.1 tonnes per piece. The bridge was prefabricated and then fitted together like a piece of 

carpentry with interlocking joints and wedges. They were not bolted together. 70% the components of 

the bridge - including all the large castings - were made individually to fit, and hence all differ slightly 

from one another It had a graceful proportion. It was a very interesting and curious structure. 

The bridge was restored in the 1970s and is today the centrepiece of the Iron bridge Gorge complex of 

museums, which is a World Heritage Site. 

b) What is suspension bridge ? Explain the type of suspension bridges. 

Suspension bridge: 

Suspension bridge is best suited type bridge for long spans. Suspension bridges consist  of sets of cables 

hanging in a curve  

  They can be classified as stiffened and unstiffened bridge. stiffened suspension bridges moving loads 

are transferred to the cable through trusses in unstiffened bridge the moving load is transferred directly 

to the cables by each suspensor in turn. • In 1808 the of and level floor was patented In 180s the design 



 

 

of suspension bridge with wrought Iran chain cables by John Finley in Pennsylvania, in 1826 Thomas 

Telford completed the Menal strait suspension bridge 177 m in span in Wales with wrought iron chains. 

It was an unstiffened bridge. 

 

The Brooklyn Bridge was built as a suspension bridge in 1883 with a main span of 486m. It was the first 

steel-wire suspension bridge constructed. It was stiffened with trusses. It was the longest bridge at that 

time. 

 

VI) The Paris Exhibition,1889 includedthe greatest span and height achieved so- Valarie des machine and 

Eiffel tower – Explain briefly each of them. 

EIFFELL TOWER 

As a result of industrial revolution, new building techniques developed and various people in various 

places wished to build something a 1000 ft high (305m). Some tried and failed absurd. But engineer 

Gustave Eiffel in France believed that he could do it. Eiffel had built a number of railroad bridges and 

had a reputation for solving the most technically challenging problems Eiffel  company produced plans 

for a "300m tower at the end of 1884 in 1886 a competition was announced for design schemes for the 

1889 Paris exhibition. The organising committee insisted that plans for an iron tower 1000 ft tall should 

be included. The rules of the competition appeared . Over a 100 schemes were submitted.  

The Eiffel tower has a square base measuring 125 metres on each side (approximately 4 acres). 

The entire structure weighs about 10,668 tonnes. 

2, million rivets have been used in the construction 

Over 18,000 separate components were used. Many of them were prefabricated and produced with the 

help of precise technical drawings. 

It was built by a team of 250 men at an extraordinary speed and was completed in 26 months. The 

speed of construction of the tower was possible only because of Eiffel's ability to plan ahead with 

utmost precision 

The tower stands on 16 piers - 4 to each leg of the base. 

The newspaper Le Figaro had its own office on the second platform at a height of 380 ft (116m). Two 

million people visited it during the exhibition, travelling to the first second and third platforms by 

elevator. There are also steps to the very top-total 1671 steps Gustave Eiffel was a real scientist. He 

didn't want his tower to be looked upon as a mere ornament He installed meteorological equipment at 

the top, to investigate weather conditions at altitude and compare these readings with those taken on 

the ground He also used the tower to conduct experiments in aerodynamics and constructed a wind 

tunnel atthe base. The country's first radio and TV stations were housed in the Eiffel tower Eiffel tower 

held the title of the tallest building in the world until the construction of Chrysler Building in v York City 

in 1929. symbol of Paris throughout the world. 

GALERIE DES MACHINES 



 

 

           The Galerie des machines had an area of about 20 acres of usable space It had a vast exhibition 

hall, made possible by using the three-pin hinged or portal arch. Although used previously in bridge 

construction, this was the first application of the arch on such a Scale). 

 

The Galerie des machines formed a huge glass and metal hall with an area of 115mx 420m and height of 

48m. 

it had curved sides and a gabled roof. The roof, the end walls and the side walls consisted mainly of glass 

(in part with colored glass), whichemphasised the lightness of the structure. It was free of internal 

supports. The framework consisted of twenty trusses. The trusses were small at the base and larger 

higher up, and were light and narrow. 

These prefabricated wrought iron trusses had two half-arches, hinged at their meeting point 45 metres 

above the floor. Paintings, mosaic, and ceramic bricks also formed part of the cladding There were 

elevated tracks on each side of the long axis. These carried mobile walkways above the exhibition space, 

allowing visitors to travel in carriages and to look down on the machines The interior was lit by electric 

lights, invented only some seven years earlier. 

The Galerie was more than just a place for displaying machinery, it was in itself, as one historian has 

observed, an exhibiting machine. The Galerie was demolished in 1910. 

Unit 3 

VII) a. Enumerate the features of CASA BATLLO: 

 

It is the fantastic building designed by Gaudi for Jose Batllo. Batllo was a wealthy textile merchant who 

commissioned Gaudi in 1904 to remodel an existing building. He wanted Gaudi to design a house that 

was like no other building. He did not want his house to resemble any of the houses of the rest of the 

Batló family. He chose the architect who had designed Park Güell because he wanted him to come up 

with a risky plan. The resulting building was an inspiration from an underwater grotto or cave. It is a 

quite unique design 

The central part, which receives the flat floor  is decorated with a colorful mosaic made up series of  

ceramics. This portion has protruding balconies. lines are avoided whenever possible both on the 

exterior and interior .The first floor  oval window set with multi colored stained glass front of the bar 

windows there are six fine column that resemble the bones of a limbo This is a floral decoration. 

Balconies at the lower floors Have bone-like pillars. Balconies on the upper floors look like pics skull 

These features gave the house the nickname House of Bones. 

The entire window on the first floor that looks like a fully open mouth gave it another nickname House 

of Yawn.The house's interior las fascinating as its exterior. it is a true work of art Doors leading to the 

different apartments are identified by letters with modern traits The windows of each landing distort 

the tiles of the patio of lights, transforming them into beautiful Poles of water 



 

 

The doorknobs and banisters have ergonomic shapes. The noble floor which is at the very heart of the 

house, is the former residence of the Batlio familyhas an area of more than 700 square meters (7535 

square feet). It is the main dwelling   with undulating internal walls cascade. The common entrance hall 

on the ground floor leads to the Batlló family's private entrance hall. The space evokes an underwater 

environment. The hall has vaulted ceilings and skylights shaped like tortoises' shells. A grand wooden 

staircase leads up from the hall. The balustrade of the stairs is carved from fin hardwood and it looks like 

the spine of some huge animal. The main solute has 3 interconnected rooms with huge windows which 

let the light in • Gaudi created large oak doors with organic shapes. Panes of stained glass are set into 

these doors that the space inside a light-filled. The ceiling is wavy, resembling the sea.  

 

b) What is ART NOUVEAU MOVEMENT? Explain briefly. 

 

Art Nouveau was a romantic and highly decorative movement which swept through Europe America 

between 1888 and 1910. 

 

Stylistically it developed out of the Arts and Crafts movement in England, But it did not have the O l das. 

It was an international reaction against the backward looking historicism Art Nouveau was inspired by 

the organic structures like plant forms and marine It was characterised by winding, curving lines that 

appeared in different undulating and interlacing patterns.Art Nouveau style was readily adopted in 

many branches of design including textiles, glassware andJewelry. 

The first true example of Art Nouveau design was the title page by Arthur Mackmurdo for his book 

Wren's City Churches, published in 1883. Mackmurdo was a member of the Arts and Crafts movement 

and initially the new fashion was just a development within this style A few designers started doing Art 

Nouveau works and these works were brought together in magazines, exhibitions and theoretical 

writings which gave them great popularity. Thus Art Nouveau became the basis for an international 

style. The name Art Nouveau was taken from a shop opened by the art dealer Samuel Bing in Paris in 

1895. 

The curved patterns of the staircase is copled on the floor and also painted on the walls to give a unity 

of decoration which is characteristic of Art Nouveau style. • Belgian architect Henri van der Velde 

followed the Arts and Crafts tradition of unity of design for both the building and its interior furnishings 

in his own house. The success of this house inspired Samuel Bing to appoint Henri van der Velde to fit 

out four rooms in his shop “Art Nouveau" in Paris in 1896. In France, Art Nouveau was developed by 

Hector Guimard though it was brought to Paris by van der Velde. Hector Guimard well known works are 

the Paris Metro stations. They are all built in iron and he showed his innovations in the decorative metal 

work rather than in the structure. 

 

The Paris exhibition of 1900 was the first international and public showing of the Art Nouveau style. The 

Pavilion Art Nouveau, commissioned by Samuel Bing, was designed by Georges de Feure and filled with 

Art Nouveau articles Though this exhibition made the style popular, it also marked the beginning of its 



 

 

downfall into vulgar commercialisation. Art Nouveau came to be used for department stores which were 

opening up all over Europe and North America, due to its popular appeal and its emphasis on 

decorative,  and cheapness of the materials involved. In Spain, Antonio Gaudi designed many buildings 

in the Art Nouveau style. Gaudi was the most original and skilled of all Art Nouveau architects. He had a 

highly Individual style. Casa Vicens, ParqueGuell, Casa Batllo and Casa Mila were examples of the 

buildings he did in Art Nouveau style. 

 

Vlll) Explain the concept and development of Organic Architecture . Expalin the features of Guggenhein 

museum with respect to organic architecture 

 

Organic architecture promotes harmony between the building and its natural surroundings. This 

achieved through a design that is well-integrated with the site. So buildings, furnishings surroundings 

become part of a unified, Interrelated composition This philosophy was first put forward by Louis 

Sullivan and popularised by Frank Lloyd Wright Sullivan believed that "form follows function He said that 

the shape of a building primarily relate to its intended function or purpose. As Sullivan himself put it. All 

things in nature have a shape or a form that tells us what they are the distinguishes them from each 

other building should be based on organic forms and should harmonize with its natural environment. 

For Sullivan, building should merge with its environment, just as a plant would grow naturally out of all 

its conditions FL Wright also believed that a building should appear to grow naturally out of the ground. 

He thought that a building should function like a unified whole and each part of the design should relate 

to the whole. Wright argued that form and function are one" Wright's organic architecture incorporates 

natural elements such as light, plants, and water into his designs. He chose colours found in nature like 

orange yellow and brown. His favorite accent color was red, which has importance in nature. Organic 

architecture strives to blend interiors and exteriors, and also the building and its natural surroundings so 

that it looks like a unified whole: Frank loyd Wright's own home Taliesin is a typical example of the 

architect's theories of organic architecture and lifestyle. Taliesin is built like a brow on the edge of the 

hill, not on top of the hill because FL Wright believed that we should never build on top of anything 

directly. He said "If you build on top of the hill, you lose the hill. If you build on one side of the top, you 

have the hill and the significance that you desire. Taliesin is a bra like that." 

 

Some of the governing principles of organic architecture are as follows: 

 

A building should appear to grow easily from its site. Choose one dominant form for a building and 

integrate that form throughout. Use natural colors: "Go into the woods and field for color schemes 

Revealing the nature of materials. Opening up spaces. Providing a place for natural foliage. 

 

GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM The Guggenheim Museum is a representation of Wright's attempts to 

incorporate organic form into architecture. 



 

 

 

. 

 

Whereas all the other buildings in that area are rectangular, vertical, and decorated with bits of 

ornamentation, the Guggenheim Museum has a purely sculptural facade. its clean circular and 

horizontal design is devoid of surface decoration 

 

Wright conceived the museum as an airy, open place where visitors would not have to retrace their 

steps. Instead of entering the building on the ground level the visitors take an elevator to the top and 

proceeding downward on a continuous ramp with a gentle slope, enjoying the art on display until 

returning to the entrance. The Guggenheim Museum, it is thought that a nautilus shell Inspired the 

spiral ramp The radial symmetry of a spider web informed the design of rotunda skylight. The open 

rotunda afforded views of several bays of work on different levels simultaneously. 

 

Wright designed the Guggenheim to include several natural elements, including natural light, plants, 

water, and natural materials. 

UNIT -4 

IX) a. Explain the features of RasthrapathiBhavan 

 

RashtrapatiBhavan, formerly known as Viceroy's House, was designed by Edwin Lutyens. massive size, 

consisting of four floors and 340 rooms, being larger than the Palace of Versailles h a floor area of 

200,000 square feet (19,000 m) building incorporates a private garden which was also designed by 

Lutyens. The building the President of India s designed as the official residence of the Viceroy of India 

and is now the official residence include huge presidential gardens (Mughal Gardens), large open spaces, 

residences of guards and staff, stables, other offices and utilities within its perimeter walls. In terms of 

area, it is one of the largest residence of a head of state in the world. the centre is a tall copper dome 

above the front entrance portico which stands out from the rest of the building. The dome is exactly in 

the middle of the diagonals between the four corners of the building. The dome is more than twice the 

height of the building itself. . The residence wing is a separate four-storey house, with its own court 

areas within. This wing was for very large. The original residence wing is now used primarily for state 

receptions and as a guest wing 

visiting heads of state The front of the palace has twelve unevenly spaced massive columns with the 

Delhi Order capitals. The column capitals have a fusion of acanthus leaves with four Indian bells carved 

into them. One bellis on each comer at the top of the column, which Lutyens had designed with the idea 

that as the bells were silent the British rule would never come to an endRashtrapatiBhavan has many 

halls which are used for state functions and other purposes. Two of them, Durbar Hall and Ashoka Hall, 

are the most prominent. 



 

 

Durbar Hall situated directly under the double-dome of the main building, Known as the Throne Room 

before independence, it had two separate thrones for the Viceroy and Vicereine. Present single high 

chair for the President is kept here. Hall has a capacity of 500 people Ashoka Hal is a rectangular room of 

32x20 m and it is the most beautiful of all the halls. It was originally built as a state ball room with 

wooden flooring, The Persian painting on its ceiling depicts a royal hunting expedition led by King Fateh 

Ali Shah of Persia. The walls have fresco paintings The two state drawing rooms, the state supper room 

and the state library are each on the four corners of Durbar Hall There are also other rooms such as 

many galleries with open air on one side) which face out into the courtyards, a large dining hall with an 

extremely long table to seat 104 person, sitting rooms, billiards rooms and staircases Water features are 

present throughout the mansion, such as near the Viceroy's stairs, which has sight marble lion statues 

spilling water into six basins There was also a traditional Indian chajja, which occupied the place of a 

frieze in classical architecture It was a sharp, thin, protruding element which extended 8 feet (24 m) 

from the building, and created deep shadows It blocks harsh sunlight and protects the windows from 

heavy rains during the monsoon 

 

b) Explain the features of IIM Ahmedabad. 

 

The Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad, better known as IIM Ahmedabad or simply MA is a 

management Institute located in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India. The old campus was designed by Louis 

Kahn While Louis Kahn was designing the National Assembly Building in Bangladesh in 1962, he was 

approached by an admiring Indian architect, BalkrishnaDoshi, to design the 60-acre campus for the 

Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad, India. BV Doshi believed that Louis Kahn would be able 

to envision a new modern school for India's best and brightest Kahn did not only focus on the classroom 

as the center of academic thought the classroom was just the formal setting for the beginning of 

learning the hallways and Kahn's Plaza became new center for learning. He incorporated local materials 

(brick and concrete) and large geometrical façades as recognition to Indian vernacular, architecture. It 

was Kahn's method of blending modern architecture and Indian tradition 

 

Kahn's architecture is characterized by the use of exposed red bricks and the extensive use of geometric 

shapes in hostels and academic blocks and vast corridors outside the classrooms. Brick has been used as 

the primary building material for the entire walls and columns in the complex There are numerous 

arches and square brick structures with circles carved out in the facade. Price arches have been used for 

wide spans. Use of concrete has been restricted to foundations, floor slabs and ties for arched openings 

The extensive complex includes a library, teaching facilities and residential buildings There are separate 

entries for institutional and residential complex. The academic block comprises of library, school 

building, faculty blocks, dormitories and Luis Kahn plaza The school building is planned around a court 

 

X) Enumerate the salient features of Chandigarh city designed by Le corbusier 



 

 

The design of the city is based on a grid-Iron plan The city plan was conceived as a Garden City' where 

vertical and high rise buildings were ruled out keeping in view the socio economic-conditions and living 

habits of the people. He divided the city into different sectors. A Sector is a neighborhood unit of size 

800 meters x 1200 meters. It is a self-sufficient unit having shops, school, health centers and places of 

recreations and worship The population of a sector varies between 3000 and 20000 depending upon the 

sixes of plots and the topography of the area. Each sector is designated by a number, the Capitol 

complex being number 1, with the remaining sectors numbered consecutively beginning at the north 

corner of the city. There were 30 sectors in phase 1 development of Chandigarh for 1,50,000 people, of 

which 24 are residential The streets were organized in a diminishing hierarchy and labeled V1 through 

V8. Vi: arterial roads that connect one city to another V2: urban, city roads V3: vehicular road 

surrounding a sector V4:shopping street of a sector V5: distribution road meandering through a sector 

V6: residential road V7: pedestrian path V8: cyde track. Each Sector is surrounded by V2 or V3 roads, 

with no buildings opening on to them and meant to be self-sufficient with shopping and community 

facilities within walking distance The shops are located along the V4 street (shopping street), which runs 

North-West to South-East across the sector. Every sector is introvert in character and permits only four 

vehicular entries into its interior to provide a calm and peaceful environment. 

The shopping street of each sector is linked to the shopping street of the adjoining sectors thus forming 

one long, continuous ribbon like shopping street. The central green of each sector also stretches to the 

green of the next sector. The roads are designed and oriented in such a way that most of the time 

during the day, they are under shadow There are huge parking areas for the commercial zones so that 

there are no parking problems on the main roads. The Parking lanes are as broad as the main roads. 

There are pedestrian walkway roads that are segregated from the main road with the help of a wide 

lawn strip. There are huge gardens along the main roads. Le Corbusier believe in creating harmony by 

using the Design principle of Symmetry. The design of the residences is symmetrical Residences in a 

cluster look similar from the exterior but they have different planning as per the user's requirement. The 

advantage of emphasizing on symmetry makes the environment look balanced and organised. He 

designed clusters of bungalows together having a garden of their own, but sharing a common 

playground for kids He also designed apartments for middle class families where a couple of apartments 

could share a common garden or playground. The symbol of a human being was being employed in the 

plan -the capitol complex at the northern end of the city form the head', the university located to the 

west form the thinking centre, the business centre form the 'heart', the leisure valley and the open 

spaces are the lungs', the roads are the arteries, the residential blocks form the body and at its feet, at a 

suitable distance lay the Industrial sectors and the railway station connecting Chandigarh to the rest of 

the country. About 800 hectares of green open space are spread over 114 square kilometres of the 

Capitol project area Parks were provided lengthwise through each sector. 

 

 


